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On October 5, 1966, Corneliu Manescu, foreign minister of the Socialist Republic of Romania, attended a dinner offered in his honor by Dean Rusk, secretary of state of the United States of America, in the salons of the State Department at the Waldorf Astoria Hotel, New York. The dinner was attended, on the Romanian side, by Mircea Malita, deputy foreign minister, and Gheorghe Diaconescu, permanent representative of Romania to the UN, and on the American side by A. Goldberg, U.S. ambassador to the UN, A. Solomon, undersecretary of state for economic affairs, and W. Stoessel, assistant undersecretary of state for European problems. S. Celac, third secretary of the MFA was also present in the quality of translator.

The conversations, which were took place before and during the course of the dinner as well as after the dinner lasted three hours and thirty minutes.

Dean Rusk said that, reading the newspapers, he noted that in the period since their last meetings, the Romanian foreign minister had a rich program of visits and meetings that continue also through the current session of the General Assembly. Likewise, the newspapers have remarked the current meeting as well, which has lent itself to all sorts of sensational interpretation, connecting it with other meetings that have taken place recently and going so far as to talk of a “conspiracy” for resolving the Vietnamese problem.

C. Manescu observed that, of course, the secretary of state also disposes of other sources of information, besides the newspapers. It is true that the newspapers manifest a lot of interest and a legitimate curiosity towards current events. The Foreign Minister related that this afternoon two American journalists asked him what problems would be discussed during his meeting with the U.S. Secretary of State. He responded that, probably, bilateral issues would be discussed as well as some international issues including, of course, the problem of Vietnam.

Among the meetings the Romanian delegation has had recently, worth mentioning is the reunion of the representatives of the nine coauthors of the resolution “Regional Action Plan for Improving Relations of Good Neighborliness between European States Belonging to Different Social Systems,” which took place at UN on October 4, 1966.

This reunion, based on the Romanian initiative registered on the UN agenda at the 15th Session, was adopted unanimously at the last session of the General Assembly. The objectives of the resolution are the establishment of a climate of détente and cooperation in Europe on the basis of developing relations between states on the bilateral and multilateral levels in all domains of activity. The group of coauthors includes two NATO countries, three member states of the Warsaw Pact and four countries who are not members of any military pact. The meeting, in which six foreign ministers participated, occasioned a useful exchange of views regarding measures that should be undertaken for promoting European-wide multilateral collaboration. The participants agreed to organize a new meeting at the level of foreign ministers in the capital of one of the co-authors, after a reasonable period of time, which would permit a more profound examination by the respective governments of the proposals and ideas formulated on this occasion.

Dean Rusk appreciated that the action undertaken is especially interesting, reflecting a real tendency of détente on the European continent. The government of the United States has a favorable attitude toward the positive evolution registered recently between the countries of the West and those of Eastern Europe. On this issue the Americans have only two reservations or, rather, observations:

a) The first refers to the German problem, which must be broached in all of its complexity, taking into account existing postwar regulations. “The fact that the United States was drawn into two world wars on the European continent because of Germany must be taken into account, and it
cannot remain aside when the future fate of Germany is discussed” – D. Rusk said.

Although a certain stabilization of the situation in Central Europe has been realized, the German problem continues to constitute a preoccupation of the first order for U.S. policy. The American government has no preconceived notion of the manner in which a definitive regulation of the German problem may be reached. It is possible that the Germans in the East and those in the West will one day be in the situation of expressing their desire to live together, forming a single state. There is, likewise, the possibility that they reach an understanding to form two separate states, each with its affinities and engagements. The United States will not stand in the way of finally resolving the German problem through either of these variants, on the condition that the process of regulation develops through peaceful means, in conditions of the free expression of the will of the German population. In any case, it seems that the moment for realizing this definitive regulation is still rather far off.

In this context, the secretary of state remarked that, according to the information at his disposal, the relations of Romania with the Federal Republic of Germany have considerably improved in the last years, even creating the conditions for establishing normal diplomatic relations.

C. Manescu explained that, in truth, Romanian-FRG relations have known a positive development, West Germany represents an important western commercial partner for Romania. In the two countries, on the basis of reciprocity, there are commercial representation offices that have also recently been invested with consul functions. The Romanian Minister of Foreign Commerce has visited the FRG, where he was well received. Recently, the East German Minister of Economy, K. Schmucker, visited Romania where he was received by the General Secretary of the Romanian Communist Party, and by the president of the Council of Ministers as well as at the MFA. Regarding the full normalization of Romanian-West German politico-diplomatic relations, the only problem is that the West German government needs to disembarrass itself of the limitations of the Hallstein doctrine, which appears completely inappropriate to contemporary conditions, and the rigid nuances sometimes manifested in Germany policy should be renounced.

Mentioning that he would not desire his remarks to be interpreted as “an interference in the affairs of the Eastern bloc” or in the way the socialist countries conceive of their relations with the West, D. Rusk said that the United States views with sympathy the evolution of Romanian-West German relations. The Secretary of State explained that he is able to confirm the interest and desire of the FRG government in developing its relations with Romania.

b) A second observation with regard to intra-European relations refers to the perspectives for convoking a conference on peace and security in Europe. The United States has nothing against the idea of such a conference, with the condition that it be well prepared, because an eventual failure could have the result of creating a much worse situation than that currently existing.

On this point, D. Rusk remarked that the difficulties blocking the holding of such a European conference “between the countries of the two blocs” are well understood in the United States.

C. Manescu said that, as is known, Romania does not sympathize with the idea of perpetuating the division of the world into opposing military blocs, and considers that a genuinely healthy atmosphere in Europe and in the world can be achieved only along the path of the progressive and multilateral development of relations between states, which presupposes the exertion of persistent efforts on the part of the governments of all of the countries, great and small.

D. Rusk said that the examination of the problem of the blocs would imply review of all of the events that have occurred in Europe over the more than 20 years that have passed since the conclusion of the Second World War.

The American government pronounces itself firmly for the improvement of U.S. relations with the Soviet Union and the other communist countries of Europe. For that purpose a series of measures
have been prepared or are in the course of elaboration and adoption that should permit the broaching of the problem of relations with the East on a larger basis.

The secretary of state reaffirmed the sincere desire of the U.S. Administration to develop relations with Romania as a priority, understanding that in this sense the creation of conditions for the expansion of bilateral economic exchanges is of fundamental importance. The draft law, following the adoption of which the President will be empowered to accord the “most favored nation” regime on his own assessment (which would include, in the first place, Romania), is already before Congress.

A. Goldberg intervened, saying that he sincerely appreciates the interesting policy of Romania, the contribution it has brought to the United Nations. In this context, he requested that the Romanian minister examine the possibility of the reconsideration of the Romanian government’s position regarding UN peacekeeping operations. Mentioning that for implementing the objectives of the UN Charter there was a felt need for an efficient mechanism for reestablishing calm and security in cases where peace was violated, A. Goldberg said that he does not understand what reticence could exist when, for example, both sides to a conflict voluntarily request the support of the UN, as happened in the case of Cyprus or in the Indo-Pakistan conflict.

C. Manescu presented the position of Romania towards the UN peacekeeping forces, explaining that, when goodwill exists, the countries in divergence can be helped to reestablish peace through means other than the sending of soldiers and arms into the center of conflict. This position of Romania springs from a sincere desire to avoid intervening in affairs that can be much better known, judged and resolved by the directly interested parties. In the concrete case of Cyprus, as the Romanian prime minister recently explained in discussions on the occasion of his recent visit to Greece, the attitude of Romania can also be explained through its desire to avoid being placed in the situation in which the taking of any eventual position could be interpreted as a Romanian intrigue instigated between two countries belonging to the NATO alliance – Greece and Turkey. Romania is firmly attached to the principle of non-interference in the internal affairs of other states, which must be applied also in the case of peacekeeping operations.

D. Rusk said that the notion of non-interference, as in the case of other notions circulating in international relations, is susceptible to multiple interpretations. For example, there is incontestable proof that the Communist Party of the USA receives policy directives and important monetary funds from abroad (D. Rusk insisted on clarifying that he was not referring to Romania). Nevertheless, the American government does not publicize the information that it possesses, because that would lead to the useless increase of tensions and would unfavorably influence the maintenance of a climate of peace and collaboration.

The secretary of state underscored the utility and necessity of increasing contacts between the political figures of various countries in order to arrive at a better mutual understanding of their respective points of view, of commonly accepted interpretations of political notions with which they operate. If we could discuss openly, in a spirit of total frankness, clarifying “what stood behind various conceptions and actions of their governments,” a better atmosphere of mutual trust, in which the resolution of problems would become much simpler, would certainly be achieved.

C. Manescu explained that the Romanian government values direct contacts between statesmen, up to the highest level, considering them an important instrument for assuring a climate of trust and collaboration. For example, when the American government request that Ambassador Goldberg be received in Romania as a personal emissary of President Johnson, the response of the Romania leadership was prompt and favorable. I should clarify that such a decision of such importance, for motives easy to understand, cannot be taken except at the highest level.

D. Rusk said that the American government understands and appreciates fully this Romania’s
gesture of goodwill.

Intervening in the discussion, **A. Goldberg** again expressed his regret that he could not realize the visit to Romania and explained that, as was communicated, the visit was to occasion an exchange of opinions on the way in which a resolution of the situation in Vietnam could be arrived at. “We are all ears” – added the American ambassador.

**C. Manescu** responded that it would be, perhaps, more efficient if the American side first presented the considerations in this problem.

**D. Rusk** referred to the Declaration with regard to Vietnam, made at the [July 1966] Conference in Bucharest of the Warsaw Pact member states in which, along with some rather harsh remarks addressed to the Americans, an appeal was made to return to the provisions of the 1954 Geneva Accords regarding Indochina. If an equal dose of goodwill was manifested by all of the interested parties they could arrive in the shortest of times at the reestablishing the validity of those accords, modifying only the date of their signing. The only problem is whether the other side is also disposed to assume the obligations that derive from the Geneva accords. Up to the present the United States has made numerous attempts to establish modalities of communication with Hanoi and Beijing, through official channels, directly or along more circumspective routes, with the aim of examining the possibilities of convoking a new conference or establishing another framework of negotiation, however, all of these attempts remained without result. A proof of the responsible attitude of the American side is constituted by the fact that, when the Cambodgian government requested that the Geneva Conference be re-convoked, in regard to the guarantee of Cambodgian neutrality, the U.S. government immediately agreed.

In contrast, the response of Hanoi was manifested through the sending of higher numbers of men and arms into South Vietnam, by violating the demilitarized zone. At present there are two North Vietnamese divisions in the demilitarized zone, and the International Monitoring and Control Commission is blocked from penetrating into that zone in order to fulfill its attributes.

With regard to the content of eventual negotiations, D. Rusk said that the U.S.A. has declared itself in accord with carrying out discussions on the basis of the Four Points of Hanoi, with the reservation of clarifications regarding point three. Points 1, 2 and 4 present no problems for the U.S.A. However, it must be accepted that the United States would have to raise some issues within the framework of the negotiation. But these proposals also countered a position of ultimatum on the other side.

The United States interrupted the bombardment of North Vietnam in three periods: the first time for 5 years, then 5 days and again for 37 days. However, during the course of these interruptions not a single equivalent reaction was registered on the part of Hanoi. The last interruption of 37 days was twice as long as that suggested by one of the countries directly interested. (To the question of Minister C. Manescu, from whom came this suggestion, D. Rusk drew attention to the strictly confidential character of this information, and then responded shortly: “the Soviet Union!”). The reaction of Hanoi to this pause was contrary to that anticipated. The infiltrations of men and arms continued during this period with an even greater intensity.

Under these conditions the question arises, what would need to be done in order to create a framework favorable to the start of negotiations?

**C. Manescu** presented the well-known position of the Romanian government condemning the aggressive actions of the U.S.A. and supporting the struggle of the Vietnamese people. If on the side of the United States there is a sincere desire to reach a peaceful solution, a first indispensable step can be none other than a halt to the bombing against North Vietnam. Of course, the suspension of the bombing must not be conditioned or fixed for a limited time period of 5 or 37 days, without mentioning the fact that the period of 5 years mentioned cannot be invoked seriously as a “pause” in this context. The limited and conditional halting of the bombardment, with the
imminent threat of its resumption can hardly be considered of a nature to create the necessary premises for the beginning of calm discussions.

D. Rusk asked if there is any guarantee that in case the bombing is halted, Hanoi will not respond with a new intensification of infiltrations into the south. (In the moment of formulating this question, on the part of D. Rusk and the other American interlocutors the tense attention with which they awaited a response was evident.)

C. Manescu responded that he could only repeat that the only step that the United States could make under the current circumstances was to suspend the bombing and to await what follows.

Likewise, the facts had shown that the effects calculated by the Americans through the start of the bombing campaign against North Vietnam had not been produced. Romania maintained close contacts with Vietnam, in the course of this year an important Romanian delegation visited this country, and contacts through official channels operate permanently. The opinion of the Romanian side, confirmed through direct contacts with Hanoi, is that the Vietnamese people and its leadership are determined to pursue the war until the very end, for the defense of the independence of their homeland. The fact must not be forgotten that Vietnam receives efficient assistance from all of the socialist countries. To rely on the fact that divergences among the socialist countries can impact the assistance that they accord Vietnam would be a grave error in calculation.

Regarding considerations of prestige, which is often invoked in connection with the eventuality of a U.S. withdrawal from Vietnam, the opinion of the Romanian side is that the higher interests of the United States would be much better served through a just resolution of the conflict than through the continuation and intensification of useless losses of human life. It is true that the U.S.A. has up to the present engaged in the war in Vietnam only a relatively small part of the gigantic military force it possesses, but it is equally true that the substantial increase of effectives and, implicitly, the widening of the war would represent a serious decision, with incalculable consequences for the peace of the entire world.

D. Rusk maintained that the U.S.A. does not desire to produce a new escalation of the war and qualified as “inventions” the reports regarding a supposed American intention to profit from the Vietnamese conflict in order to bomb and destroy the nuclear facilities of China. “Why should we now engage ourselves in a problem that must later be dealt with by the entire world, and especially by the Soviet Union? It is better to leave some difficult problems to future generations,” D. Rusk said.

C. Manescu said that one could suspect that the American government, while analyzing different variations of the evolution of the Vietnamese problem, also took into consideration the necessity of withdrawing U.S. troops even though this hypothesis might be the least desirable for it because it is evident, in the final analysis, that one day the Americans must leave Vietnam. In this sense, the manner in which the American side conceives the eventuality of its withdrawal from South Vietnam is of interest.

D. Rusk affirmed that in the first place the infiltrations from the north must be stopped, North Vietnamese troops must be withdrawn from South Vietnam and conditions must be created for the population to be able to decide their future by democratic means, through free elections under adequate international supervision. Just now General Ky has taken a series of measures meant to prepare the conditions for the transfer of power into the hands of civilian government. The constitutional assembly that was recently chosen is at present elaborating the basic law of the country, which will sanctify the principles for the free and democratic development of Vietnamese society. The reforms achieved and the measures regarding the return to civilian government enjoy broad sympathy on the part of the South Vietnamese population as well as on the part of Buddhist circles and from the Montagnards.
C. Manescu explained that the desire of the Vietnamese people to obtain and preserve their national independence is profound and genuine while their determination to fight for the fulfillment of their national aspirations is unbreakable. In this fight, the Vietnamese have proven that they are capable of making every sacrifice. What the United States does not understand is that the Vietnamese make these sacrifices with the profound conviction that they are serving a just cause, that they are defending their rights to build their destiny by themselves.

The question arises as to whether the United States truly intends to withdraw in the last instance from Vietnam.

It is evident that any calculation based on the maintenance of the Ky government or of other governments of this category, not to mention the real state of mind and attitude of the South Vietnamese towards the Americans, offers no optimistic perspective for what D. Rusk has presented as being the basis of U.S. policies in Vietnam. Surely, those who elaborate and conduct U.S. foreign policy are conscious of this.

D. Rusk affirmed that there is some ambiguity in the use of the designation Vietnam itself. There is, on the one hand, North Vietnam, which is part of the camp of socialist countries and has a distinct political system, and on the other, there is South Vietnam, to which the U.S.A. is tied through the 1959 Treaty of alliance. Already from 1960 the North Vietnamese have declared openly their intention to incorporate South Vietnam through force and they began sending men and war materiel into the south. At present the quantity of regular army troops operating in the south has risen to 19 regiments.

The secretary of state related a discussion he had with the Soviet foreign minister in which, to the question, “What would you do if the FRG sent 19 regiments into the GDR?”, Gromyko responded: “Of course we would give a riposte.”

The same problem arises with all of the divided countries, including Vietnam. In the case of these countries any violation of the established equilibrium can result in serious consequences. The United States is ready at any time to respect the interests of the socialist countries in North Vietnam if the same attitude is adopted toward the U.S. engagements in South Vietnam, assumed on the basis of the 1959 Treaty. If, however, Hanoi persists in its efforts to annex the south, then the Americans will see the need to continue giving riposte.

Returning to the suggestion that the U.S.A. should immediately halt the bombing against North Vietnam, D. Rusk asked at a certain moment: “That is the advice that you are giving us, but what advice are you giving the Vietnamese?”

C. Manescu said that as long as the aggressive actions of the U.S.A. are continued against the independence and sovereignty of Vietnam, the only advice that can be given to the Vietnamese people is that of continuing the fight until the end. The actions of the U.S.A. in Vietnam are condemned by the entire world. If the United States desires peace and quiet in this region of the world, they must adopt a realistic program, suited to the problems that require resolution, and in the first place they should stop the aerial bombardment against the D.R. Vietnam.

At the termination of the interview, D. Rusk expressed satisfaction towards the open and sincere manner in which the discussions developed and expressed the hope that they could be continued even during the course of the current UN session.

The secretary of state invited Minister C. Manescu to visit, if time will permit, some regions of the U.S.A. that he had not yet seen, as a guest of the Department of State. “We would be happy if you could make this visit, if not – we will understand and we will postpone it for another time” – Dean Rusk said on his departure.

12 October 1966
NOTĂ DE CONVORBIRE


Convorbirile, care s-au desfășurat înainte și în cursul dineului cât și după dineu, au durat trei ore și treizeci de minute.

Dean Rusk a spus că, citind ziarele, a constatat că în perioada care s-a scurs de la ultima întâlnire, ministrul de externe român a avut un program bogat de vizite și întâlniri
C. Mănescu a arătat că guvernul român prețuiește contactele nemijlocite între oamenii de stat, pînă la nivelul cel mai înalt, considerîndu-le drept un instrument important al asigurării unui climat de încredere și colaborare. De pildă, atunci cînd guvernul american a cerut ca ambasadorul Goldberg să fie primit în România ca emisar personal al președintelui Johnson, răspunsul conducerii române a fost prompt și favorabil. Trebuie precizat că o hotărîre atît de importantă, din motive lesne de înțeles, nu putea fi luată decît la nivelul cel mai înalt.

D. Rusk a spus că guvernul american înțelege și apreciază cum se cuvine acest gest de bunăvoință al României.

Intervenind în discuție, A. Goldberg și-a exprimat din nou regretul că nu a putut realiza vizita în România și a arătat că, după cum s-a comunicat, această vizită urma să prilejuiască un schimb de păreri asupra modului în care s-ar putea ajunge la o reglementare a situației din Vietnam. "Sîntem numai urechi" - a adăugat ambasadorul american.

C. Mănescu a răspuns că ar fi, poate, mai nimerit ca partea americană să-și expună mai întîi considerențele în această problemă.

D. Rusk s-a referit la Declarația cu privire la Vietnam, făcută de Consfătuirea de la București a țărilor participante la Tratatul de la Varșovia în care, pe lingă unele remarcă destul de aspre la adresa americanilor, se face un apel la revenirea la prevederile acordurilor de la Geneva din 1954 cu privire la Indochina. Dacă s-ar manifesta o doză egală de bunăvoință de către toate părțile interesate s-ar putea ajunge în cel mai scurt timp la restabilirea valabilității acestor acorduri, modificîndu-se numai data semnării lor. Singura problemă este dacă și cealaltă parte este dispusă să-și asume obligațiile ce decurg din prevederile acordurilor de la Geneva. Pînă în prezent Statele Unite au făcut numărâte încercări să stabilească modalități de comunicare cu Hanoiul și Pekinul, prin canale oficiale, în mod direct sau pe câi ocolite, în vederea examinării posibilității convocării unei noi conferințe sau stabilirii unui alt cadru de negociere,
însă toate aceste încercări au rămas fără rezultat. O dovadă a atitudinii rezonabile a părții americane o constituie faptul că, atunci când guvernul cambodgien a cerut reconvocarea Conferinței de la Geneva, în vederea garantării neutralității Cambodgiei, guvernul SUA și-a dat acordul imediat.

În schimb, răspunsul Hanoiului se materializează prin trimiterea unui număr sporit de oameni și arme în Vietnamul de sud, prin încălcarea zonei demilitarizate. In prezent în zona demilitarizată se află două divizii nord-vietnameze, iar Comisia internațională de supraveghere și control este împiedicată să pătrundă în această zonă pentru a-și îndeplini atribuțiile.

Cu privire la conținutul unor evenuale tratative, D. Rusk a spus că SUA s-au declarat de acord să poarte discuții pe baza celor patru puncte ale Hanoiului, cu rezerva unor precizări la punctul trei. Punctele 1, 2 și 4 nu prezintă probleme pentru SUA. Trebuie acceptată însă ideea că și Statele Unite ar avea de ridicat unele probleme în cadrul tratativelor. Dar și aceste propuneri s-au lovit de poziția ultimativă a părții adverse.

Statele Unite au întrerupt bombardamentele asupra Vietnamului de nord în trei perioade: întâi timp de 5 ani, apoi 5 zile și din nou timp de 37 de zile, însă în cursul acestor întreruperi nu s-a înregistrat nici o reacție echivalentă din partea Hanoiului. Această ultimă întrerupere de 37 de zile a fost de peste două ori mai lungă decât cea sugerată de una dintre țările direct interesate. (În întrebarea ministrului C. Mănescu, din partea cu care a venit această sugestie, D. Rusk a atras atenția asupra caracterului strict confidențial al informației, iar apoi a răspuns scurt: "Uniunea Sovietică!".) Reactia Hanoiului la aceste întreruperi a fost contrară celei scontate. Infiltrările de oameni și arme au continuat în aceste perioade cu o intensitate și mai mare.

În aceste condiții se pune întrebarea, care ar trebui să se mai întreprindă pentru a crea un cadru favorabil începerii tratativelor?

C. Mănescu a expus poziția cunoscută a guvernului român de condamnare a acțiunilor agresive ale SUA și de sprijinire a
luptei poporului vietnamez. Dacă din partea Statelor Unite există dorința sinceră de a ajunge la o reglementare pănică, un prim pas indispensabil nu poate fi decât încetarea bombardamentelor împotriva Vietnamului de nord. Desigur, suspendarea bombardamentelor nu trebuie să fie condiționată de fixarea unei limite de timp de 5 sau 37 de zile, fără a mai vorbi de faptul că perioada menționată de 5 ani nu poate fi invocată în mod serios drept "pausă" în acest context. Încetarea limitată și condiționată a bombardamentelor, cu amenințarea reluării lor iminente nu poate fi de natură să creeze premisele necesare pentru începerea unor discuții calme.

D. Rusk a întrebat dacă există vreo garantie că în cazul încetării bombardamentelor, Hanoiul nu va răspunde printr-o nouă intensificare a infiltrărilor în sud. (În momentul formulării acestei întrebări, din partea lui D. Rusk și a celorlalți interlocutori americani a fost evidentă atenția încordată cu care așteptau răspunsul).

C. Mănescu a răspuns că nu poate decât să repete că singurul pas pe care îl pot face Statele Unite în condițiile actuale este să suspende bombardamentele și să aștepte ce va urma.

De altfel, faptele au dovedit că efectele scontate de americani prin declansarea bombardamentelor asupra Vietnamului de nord nu s-au produs. România menține legături apropiate cu Vietnamul, în cursul acestui an o importantă delegație română a vizitat această țară, contactele prin canale oficiale se desfășoară permanent. Părerea părții române, confirmată prin contactele nemijlocite cu Hanoiul, este că poporul vietnamez și conducerea sa sint hotărîți să ducă războiul pînă la capăt, pentru apărarea independenței patriei lor. Nu trebuie pierdut din vedere nici faptul că Vietnamul primește un ajutor eficient din partea tuturor țărilor socialiste. A conta pe faptul că divergențele dintre țările socialiste pot afecta ajutorul pe care acestea îl acordă Vietnamului ar fi o gravă eroare de calcul.
In ceea ce privește considerențele de prestigiu, care sint invocate adesea în legătură cu eventualitatea retragerii SUA din Vietnam, părerea părții române este că interesele superioare ale Statelor Unite ar fi mult mai bine servite printr-o soluționare justă a conflictului decît prin continuarea și intensificarea pierderilor inutile de vieți omenești. Este adevărat că SUA au angajat pînă în prezent în războiul din Vietnam doar o parte relativ redusă a uriașei forțe militare pe care o posedă, dar este tot atît de adevărat că sporirea substantială a efectivelor și, implicit, lărgirea războiului ar reprezenta o decizie gravă, cu consecințe incalculabile pentru pacea lumii întregi.

D. Rusk a susținut că SUA nu doresc să se producă o nouă escaladare a războiului și a calificat drept "invenții" știrile privind o pretinsă intenție americană de a profita de conflictul vietnamez pentru a bombarda și distrugere centrele nucleare ale Chinei. "De ce să ne angajăm de acum într-o problemă căreia mai tîrziu va trebui să-i facă față întreaga lume, dar în special Uniunea Sovietică? E mai bine să lasăm și generațiilor următoare unele probleme dificile", a spus D. Rusk.

C. Mănescu a spus că se poate bănuvi că guvernul american analizînd diferitele variante ale evoluției problemei vietnameze, a luat în considerație, deși această ipoteză iși convine cel mai puțin, și necesitatea retragerii trupelor SUA, deoarece este evident că pînă la urmă americanii vor trebui să părăsească într-o zi Vietnamul. In acest sens, prezintă interes modul în care conçepe partea americană eventualitatea retragerii sale din Vietnamul de sud.

D. Rusk a afirmat că în primul rînd trebuie să înceteze infiltrările din nord, să fie retrase trupele nord-vietnameze din Vietnamul de sud și să se creeze condițiile pentru ca populația să-și poată decide viitorul pe cale democratică, prin alegeri libere sub control internațional adecvat. De pe acum,
generalul Ky a luat o serie de măsuri menite să pregătească condițiile pentru transferarea puterii în mâinile unui guvern civil. Adunarea constituțională care a fost aleasă recent elaborează în prezent legea de bază a țării, care va conține principiile dezvoltării libere și democrațice a societății vietnameze. Reformele înfăptuite și măsurile în vederea reîn- toarcerii la guvernarea civilă se bucură de o largă simpatie din partea populației sud-vietnameze ca și din partea cercurilor budhiste și a montagnarzilor.

C. Mănescu a arătat că dorința poporului vietnamez de a-și obține și păstra independența națională este profundă și autentică iar hotărîrea sa de a lupta pentru îndeplinirea aspirațiilor naționale este neîntreruptă. În această luptă, vietnamezii au dovedit că sunt capabili de orice sacrificiu. Ceea ce nu se întâlnește în Statele Unite este că vietnamezii fac aceste sacrificii cu convingerea profundă că slujesc o cauză justă, că își apără dreptul de a-și construi singuri scurtă.

Se pune întrebarea dacă Statele Unite intenționează cu adevărat să se retragă în ultimă instanță din Vietnam.

Este evident că orice calcul bazate pe menținerea guvernului Ky sau altor guverne din aceeași categorie, nemaivorbind despre starea de spirit reală și atitudinea populației sud-vietnameze față de americani, nu oferă nici o perspectivă optimistă pentru ceea ce D. Rusk a prezentat ca fiind mobilurile politicii SUA în Vietnam. Desigur, că și cei care elaborează și conduc politica externă a SUA sînt conștienți de acest lucru.

D. Rusk a afirmat că există o carecare ambiguitate în folosirea însăși a denumirii de Vietnam. Există, pe de o parte, Vietnamul de nord, care face parte din lagărul țărilor comuniste și are un sistem politic distinct, iar pe de altă parte, există Vietnamul de sud, de care SUA sînt legate prin Tratatul de alianță încheiat în anul 1959. Incă din 1960 nord-vietnamezii au declarat în mod fățiș intenția lor de a încorpora cu forța Vietnamul de sud și au început să trimită în sud oameni și materiale de război. În prezent efectivele armatei regulate
care acționează în sud se ridică la 19 regimente.

Secretarul de stat a relatat o discuție avută cu ministrul de externe sovetic în care, la întrebarea "ce-ați face dacă RFG ar trimite în RDG 19 regimente?", Gromîko a răspuns: "Desigur că am riposta".

La fel se pune problema și cu toate celelalte țări divizate, inclusiv cu Vietnamul. În cazul acestor țări orice încălcărea a echilibrului stabilit poate duce la consecințe grave. Statele Unite sint gata să respecte oricând interesele țărilor socialiste în Vietnamul de nord dacă se adoptă aceeași atitudine față de angajamentele S.U.A. în Vietnamul de sud, asumată în baza Tratatului din 1959. Dacă însă Hanoiul va persista în eforturile sale de a cotropi sudul, atunci americanii se vor vedea nevoiți sa riposteze în continuare.

Revenind la sugestia ca S.U.A. să înceteze imediat bombardamentele împotriva Vietnamului de nord, D.Rusk a întrebat la un moment dat: "Acesta este sfatul pe care ni-l datți nouă, dar ce sfat le datți vietnamezilor?"

C. Mânescu a spus că atâta timp cât continuă acțiunile agresive ale S.U.A. împotriva independenței și suveranității Vietnamului, singurul sfat care poate fi dat poporului vietnamez este acela de a continua lupta până la capăt. Acțiunile SUA în Vietnam sint condamnate de întreaga lume. Dacă Statele Unite doresc pacea și liniștea în această regiune a lumii, ele vor trebui să adopte un program realist, pe măsura problemelor ce se cer rezolvate, și în primul rând să înceteze bombardamentele aeriene împotriva R.D. Vietnam.

La terminarea întrevederii, D.Rusk și-a exprimat satisfacția față de modul deschis și sincer în care s-au desfașurat discuțiile și și-a exprimat speranța că ele vor putea fi continue încă în cursul actualei sesiuni a O.N.U.

Secretarul de stat i-a adresat ministrului C. Mânescu invitația de a vizita, dacă timpul îi va permite, unele regiuni

12 octombrie 1966

[Signature]

10 exp.

Red. S. Gâncă
Dact. M.M. —